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Abstract

 This  paper presents a performance evaluation of a transaction processing 
system (TPS) in a Cloud. The TPS is  built on Automatic Parallel Computing (APC) 
which is a novel computational model that facilitates  utilizing the increasing number of 
core/processors. APC is implemented as a comprehensive runtime for servers aiming 
low-latency, high-throughput, and transactional consistency.

 The chosen cloud is Amazon Web Services with DynamoDB as a backend 
database. DynamoDB is  a fully managed and reliable NoSQL database with high 
throughput. DynamoDB does not support transactions, but APC provides the transaction 
support and concurrency control. 

 The performance of the TPS is measured by the following metrics:

• by its throughput in transactions per second (tps)
• by charges associated with using Amazon Web Services per month ($/m)
• by price per tps based on three-year cost of ownership ($/tps)

 Transactions are measured by the response time observed on the server from 
receiving a transaction request until sending the transaction response. Other metrics 
are also available: the response time of the database and the transaction queuing time.

Introduction

 The Investment Club Benchmark tests a class of update-intensive highly-
concurrent transactions  of a set of imaginable investment clubs. The transactions 
represents the most frequent and data-implicated class of transactions including real-
time business intelligence.
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 In this benchmark, the database has  10,000 investment clubs and 250,000 user 
accounts. Every user is a member of an investment club, thus every club has 25 
members. The users initiate five types of transactions: Deposit, Withdraw, Buy, Sell, and 
Vote. Additionally, stock prices can be changed and the benchmark application initiates 
transactions to update the market value of corresponding stock positions. Every 
transaction ends with real-time analytics which includes calculating a dynamic view of 
the market performance of positions, portfolios, clubs, and members.

 Every user can only initiate the transactions sequentially one after another, but 
different users initiate the transactions simultaneously. Transactions applying to the 
same investment club are ordered by the server and executed sequentially; thus, for 
instance, two investment club members  can not withdraw more funds  than available. 
Transactions applying to different investment clubs are executed in parallel.

Database Design

 The data are organized into the following tables:
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Table Description

LOGIN Users

MEMBERSHIP Investment Clubs by the users

CLUB Investment Clubs

CLUBMEMBER Members of the investment clubs

FUND The amount of credit or debit of each transaction

PORTFOLIO Stock portfolios of the investment clubs

POSITION Stock positions of the portfolios, including sold positions

BUY_SELL_OFFER Offers to buy or sell stocks

VOTE Votes of the members for the offers

STOCK Stocks

PRICE Daily stock prices

Note: the NoSQL database design is influenced by the compatibility with a relational 
database for this benchmark purpose. Otherwise it could be different.

 Transactions

Deposit/Withdraw is a memory-database transaction that updates available funds of 
the corresponding investment club. Effected tables: FUND.

Buy/Sell is  a memory-database transaction that adds a buy-offer or sell-offer position to 
the corresponding portfolio. The offer must be approved or disapproved by the rest of 
club members. Effected tables: BUY_SELL_OFFER, VOTE.

Offer-Watch is a memory-only transaction that returns a list of active offer positions.

Vote is a memory-database transaction that adds a member vote to the corresponding 
offer. If the offer is approved by all club members, the benchmark application submits an 
order to buy or sell stocks. In this  benchmark, the order will be completed immediately 
at the current market price and the benchmark application initiates the Order-Complete 
transaction. Effected tables: VOTE, BUY_SELL_OFFER.
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Order-Complete is  a memory-database transaction that represents a complete order of 
a stock market trade. It updates available funds of the corresponding investment club  
and the state of the corresponding offer. It adds  a stock position to the corresponding 
portfolio or removes the corresponding stock position (by marking it as sold). At the end, 
the benchmark application initiates the Worth transaction. Effected tables: FUND, 
BUY_SELL_OFFER, POSITION.

Price-Feed is a memory-database transaction that emulates processing of the latest 
prices from a stock exchange and is  initiated by the benchmark application. It makes the 
entries in the database and initiates the Worth transaction for each corresponding 
investment club. Effected tables: PRICE.

Worth is  a memory-only nested transaction that calculates a set of market performance 
metrics  of the corresponding investment club and its positions, portfolios, and members. 
The set includes “up-to-the-last-transaction” metrics for: today, this week, 30 days, year-
to-date, and absolute.

Setup

 Amazon EC2 provides a wide selection of instance types. For this benchmark, 
the c3.8xlarge compute optimized instance was chosen that features the 64-bit 2.8 GHz 
Intel Xeon Processor E5-2680 v2 with 32 virtual processors (108 ECU) and 10 Gigabit 
network. The instance runs Windows Server 2012 Standard Edition with the APC Server 
and the benchmark application installed. The instance is created in the same AWS US 
East region with the database tables of DynamoDB. To exclude the impact of a firewall 
of the AWS region and the interference of the external network, another EC2 instance 
was created in the same AWS region to simulate the users (the cost associated with this 
instance is not included in the pricing).

 Before this  benchmark is started, the database is provisioned and populated with 
generated users, investment clubs, and stocks according to the following table. Note: 
DynamoDB spreads tables over a sufficient number of servers to provide fast and 
predictable performance regardless of an amount of stored data; thus, the specified 
amount of data is considered to be sufficient for this benchmark.  
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Table Records RCU WCU

LOGIN 250,000 20 20

MEMBERSHIP 250,000 20 20

CLUB 10,000 20 20

CLUBMEMBER 260,000 20 20

FUND 290,872 20 1,200

PORTFOLIO 10,000 20 20

POSITION 170,987 20 400

BUY_SELL_OFFER 179,770 20 1,000

VOTE 997,870 20 3,500

STOCK 443 20 20

PRICE 157,104 20 100

Total 2,577,046 220 6,320

• RCU - read capacity units: the number of 4 KB reads per second.
• WCU - write capacity units: the number of 1 KB writes per second.

Execution

 APC Server is designed to provide a high-performance in-memory database with 
real-time analyses of streaming data, thus data are read from the database into memory 
when they are accessed the first time and stay in memory to the end of this benchmark. 

 APC Server provides transactions with ACID properties  and all memory-database 
transactions commit their changes into database as well as update memory.

 The users are simulated by a benchmark client application on a virtual machine 
with 32 virtual processors in the same AWS region as the APC Server. The benchmark 
client application creates 32 threads and uses asynchronous HTTP API calls to simulate 
simultaneous user requests and the concurrent nature of the Web. 
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Results

 The following table shows transaction measurements of this benchmark and the 
cost associated with using Amazon Web Services:

• T - the average total transaction time (in milliseconds),
• DB - the average response time of the database (in milliseconds),
• Q - the average transaction queuing time before being processed (in milliseconds).

Transaction T (ms) DB (ms) Q (ms) Count Mix (%)

Deposit 10.772 9.481 0.510 50,000 4.55

Withdraw 9.521 8.297 0.485 50,000 4.55

Buy 12.532 10.880 0.491 50,000 4.55

Sell 10.653 9.509 0.251 50,000 4.55

Offer-Watch 0.230 0.000 0.000 400,000 36.36

Vote 9.584 8.602 0.317 400,000 36.36

Order-Complete 9.693 8.519 0.419 100,000 9.09

TotalTotalTotalTotal 1,100,000 100.00

Measurement Interval (seconds)Measurement Interval (seconds)Measurement Interval (seconds)Measurement Interval (seconds) 129.866

Throughput (transactions per second)Throughput (transactions per second)Throughput (transactions per second)Throughput (transactions per second) 8,470.269

AWS Resource Quantity Monthly 3-Yr Cost

Amazon EC2 Instance: c3.8xlarge
Billing: 3-Yr Heaver Reserved Instance
Windows Server 2012 Standard Edition
64-bit 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2680 v2
32 vCPU, 10 Gigabit network, SSD

1 $! 1,358.47 $! 48,904.92

DynamoDB R/W Throughput (per second) 220/6320 $! 3,024.67 $! 108,888.12

TotalTotal $! 4,383.14 $! 157,793.04

Throughput (tps)Throughput (tps)Throughput (tps) 8,470.269

Price/Performance ($/tps) based on 3-Yr Cost of Ownership  Price/Performance ($/tps) based on 3-Yr Cost of Ownership  Price/Performance ($/tps) based on 3-Yr Cost of Ownership  $! 18.63

     Compare with TPC-E 
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